Abstract Fault-tolerant quantum operation is a key requirement for the development of quantum computing. This has been realized in various solid-state systems including isotopically purified silicon which provides a nuclear spin free environment for the qubits, but not in industry standard natural (unpurified) silicon. Here we demonstrate an addressable fault-tolerant qubit using a natural silicon double quantum dot with a micromagnet optimally designed for fast spin control. This optimized design allows us to achieve the optimum Rabi oscillation quality factor Q = 140 at a Rabi frequency of 10 MHz in the frequency range two orders of magnitude higher than that achieved in previous studies. This leads to a qubit fidelity of 99.6 %, which is the highest reported for natural silicon qubits and comparable to that obtained in isotopically purified silicon quantum-dot-based qubits.
Abstract
Fault-tolerant quantum operation is a key requirement for the development of quantum computing. This has been realized in various solid-state systems including isotopically purified silicon which provides a nuclear spin free environment for the qubits, but not in industry standard natural (unpurified) silicon. Here we demonstrate an addressable fault-tolerant qubit using a natural silicon double quantum dot with a micromagnet optimally designed for fast spin control. This optimized design allows us to achieve the optimum Rabi oscillation quality factor Q = 140 at a Rabi frequency of 10 MHz in the frequency range two orders of magnitude higher than that achieved in previous studies. This leads to a qubit fidelity of 99.6 %, which is the highest reported for natural silicon qubits and comparable to that obtained in isotopically purified silicon quantum-dot-based qubits.
This result can inspire contributions from the industrial and quantum computing communities.
Since the proposal of spin qubits using electrons confined in quantum dots 1 , a great deal of effort has been made to implement quantum-dot-based spin qubits in a variety of semiconductors such as group III-V 2-7 or natural silicon [8] [9] [10] . However, the quantum gate fidelities in these qubits are limited mainly due to the short coherence time (T * 2 < 0.1 µs 2,6,7 for III-V semiconductors and T * 2 < 1 µs for natural silicon 8-10 ) caused by the nuclear spin magnetic field fluctuations. To obtain a qubit fidelity higher than the quantum error correction threshold for fault-tolerant quantum computing 11,12 , a straightforward approach is to prolong the qubit decay time T Rabi 2 or shorten the π rotation time T π to increase the qubit Rabi oscillation quality factor Q = T Rabi 2 /T π since it determines the upper bound of the qubit fidelity. The first approach has been implemented in an isotopically purified silicon qubit with a long coherence time (T * 2 ∼ 120 µs and T Rabi 2 ∼ 380 µs with 0.08 % residual 29 Si nuclear spins 13 ), while leaving the spin control time (T π = 1.6 µs 13 ) much slower than the other quantum-dot-based spin qubits (T π ∼ 0.005 µs 7, 14 ).
For the realization of fault-tolerant qubits in more common materials such as natural silicon, one important issue that must be resolved is the slow spin control time 13, 15 . The key parameter to realize the fast spin control is a large (effective) oscillating magnetic field to drive the spin resonance, while keeping the applied microwave power small enough to suppress unwanted effects such as photon-assisted tunneling 3,7 or heating. However, because silicon does not have any strong spin driving mechanisms such as spin-orbit interaction 7, 16 , an on-chip coplanar stripline is commonly used as a method to generate an oscillating magnetic field 13,15 despite being unsuitable for generating a large magnetic field. Alternatively, a micromagnet technique 17 can be used to implement a material-independent artificial strong spin-orbit coupling 14 resulting in a much stronger effective magnetic field. Therefore the micromagnet technique may help to increase the quality factor for natural silicon quantum dot qubits comparable to that in isotopically purified silicon but in a much high Rabi frequency range. Recently, the technique has been applied to a silicon single quantum dot 10 and an improvement of the Rabi frequency (f Rabi ) by an order of magnitude was achieved, although the device structure was not appropriately optimized for fast and addressable control.
Here we report an addressable fault-tolerant qubit using a natural silicon double quantum dot with a micromagnet optimally designed for fast spin control. From the microwave spectroscopy, the resonance frequency difference of about 800 MHz is obtained for the two electron spins confined in each quantum dot. This result shows the good addressability of our qubits since the obtained frequency difference is about two orders of magnitude larger than our fast Rabi frequency and the crosstalk error is as small as 0.02 % for our typical Rabi frequency of 10 MHz. Next, the qubit dephasing time T * 2 is measured by Ramsey interference. It shows a standard Gaussian decay with T * 2 of about 2 µs caused by the nuclear spin fluctuations. The two-axis single-qubit control is confirmed by the observation of the shift of Ramsey fringe by the microwave burst phase modulation. To operate the qubit much faster than its decay rate or to maximize the Rabi oscillation quality factor, the microwave amplitude (A MW ) dependence of f Rabi and T Rabi 2 is measured.
The optimized A MW corresponds to f Rabi ∼ 10 MHz, which is about two orders of magnitude faster than the reported value for an isotopically purified silicon quantum dot 13 , owing to the effectiveness of the magnetic field generation by our optimized micromagnet. Finally, Cliffordbased randomized benchmarking is performed to determine the qubit fidelity. At the optimized A MW , an average single-qubit fidelity of 99.6 % is obtained. The qubit fidelity is reduced for the condition with shorter T π and smaller Q, which indicates that it is limited by heating at large A MW .
Results
Quantum dot characterization. Our double quantum dot in silicon is formed by depleting Section 1). A nearby sensor quantum dot coupled to a radio frequency tank circuit allows rapid measurement of the double quantum dot charge configuration 18 . The sample is cooled down using a dilution refrigerator to a base electron temperature of 120 mK estimated from the line width of the dot transport. An in-plane external magnetic field B ext is applied using a superconducting magnet. The double quantum dot is tuned to the (1,1) charge state where each dot hosts only one electron (Fig. 1C) . Single-shot measurement of the spin state is performed using energy selective readout technique 19 (Supplementary Fig. S1A ).
Qubit spectroscopy and Rabi oscillation. Figure 1B shows the pulse sequence for the spin control. First, the spin-down state is initialized by applying gate voltages such that only the ground spin-down state can tunnel into the dot. Next, the gate voltages are pulsed so that the electrons confined in the dot are pushed deep in Coulomb blockade. Then, a microwave burst with a frequency of f MW is applied to the gate C to induce EDSR. Finally the gate voltages are pulsed back to the spin readout position where only a spin-up electron can tunnel out to the reservoir.
An additional emptying (or compensation) stage is used to keep the DC offset of the pulse to zero.
When the microwave burst is applied to the gate, the wave function of electrons confined in the dot oscillates spatially in the slanting magnetic field induced by the micromagnet, resulting in an effective oscillating magnetic field B AC perpendicular to the static magnetic field
At the condition where hf MW = gµB 0 , EDSR takes place. The resonance conditions are different for each dot by an amount proportional to ∆B z , and therefore, the resonances of each dot can be addressed independently. Figure 1D shows the spin-up probabilities for both right (P R ↑ , red signal) and left (P L ↑ , blue signal) dot as a function of B ext and f MW . For this measurement, a rectangular microwave burst with a fixed duration of t p = 3 µs is applied. There are two clear resonance lines corresponding to each dot, which are separated by ∆B z ∼ 30 mT or 800 MHz consistent with our micromagnet simulation ( Supplementary Fig. S1C.) . The observed 800 MHz splitting is approximately two orders of magnitude larger than the value obtained for the spin-orbit mediated Stark shift of g * -factor in a silicon quantum dot spin qubit without a micromagnet 13 . For multiple qubit systems, it is crucial to have such a large frequency splitting to operate the qubit independently without crosstalk since the effect of the driving field decays with
res − f MW is the frequency detuning from the centre resonance frequency and f Rabi is the Rabi frequency. For our typical f Rabi of 10 MHz, the 800 MHz splitting yields a crosstalk operation of the idle qubit with an amplitude as small as 0.02 % of the operated qubit. For the following measurements, we mainly focus on the left quantum dot as the sensitivity of our charge sensor is significantly higher due to the design of our device. However, the right quantum dot shows similar results, as detailed in the Supplementary Section 2.
The coherent evolution of the spin state is measured by changing the microwave duration at the resonance frequency (Fig. 1E) Qubit coherence measurement. Next, characterisation of the qubit coherence time is performed using a Ramsey interference technique ( Fig. 2A) . First the spin is initialized in the down state. Then, a π/2 pulse is applied to rotate the spin to the equator of the Bloch sphere where it accumulates a phase error for the wait time t w . Finally the spin state is rotated by the second π/2 pulse to project the phase error to the z-axis. Figure 2B shows a Ramsey measurement result which shows well-defined Ramsey fringes. From the decrease of the Ramsey fringe amplitude as a function of t w , the value of the dephasing time T * 2 can be obtained (Fig. 2C) . The red triangles show measured data and the black solid line is a fit with a Gaussian decay function. The obtained T * 2 for both dots are roughly 2 µs (the right dot measurement data is provided in Supplementary Section 1) and this is the longest value observed in isotopically natural silicon spin qubit systems 8-10 , despite the fact that the large slanting magnetic field can make the spin state more sensitive to charge noise 20? . Two-axis control in the Bloch sphere is required for arbitrary spin-qubit control. This is demonstrated by modulating the phase ϕ of the second microwave burst in the Ramsey measurement. The observed shift of the Ramsey fringe in Fig. 2D corresponds to the change of rotation angle of the second π/2 rotation.
Microwave power dependence. To improve the qubit fidelity by suppressing the influence of dephasing, it is straightforward to maximize the Rabi oscillation quality factor Q = T Rabi 2 /T π by applying a larger microwave excitation to decrease the π rotation time T π . However, it has been reported that too large a microwave excitation can cause a significant dephasing due to photon-assisted tunnelling 4,14,21 , therefore it is important to characterize the microwave amplitude (A MW ) dependence of the Rabi oscillation. As A MW is increased, the oscillation period becomes shorter, however, the signal is damped more rapidly (Fig. 3A) . By fitting the data of the damped oscillations with exponentially decaying functions (see Supplementary Section 3 for the details), Supplementary Fig. S5 ). Alternatively, heating due to the microwave burst, which causes the reduction of T 2 rather than T * 2 , can be a dominant source of the observed decay as previously observed in a singlet-triplet qubit 22 . Figure 3D . Fig 4C shows interleaving measurements for the single-step Gaussian Clifford gates. As expected from the microwave heating, it is found that the fidelities for π/2 gates are higher than those of π gates. This result is consistent with our qubit decay time limiting mechanism, the microwave effect.
Discussion
The Si/SiGe double quantum dot used in this work contains an optimized micromagnet that enables Rabi frequencies nearly two orders of magnitude faster than the reported values in previous works without causing too much decoherence caused by unwanted photon-assisted tunneling or heating effects at high microwave amplitudes. From the microwave amplitude dependence measurement, we find the optimum working point to maximize the Rabi oscillation quality factor Q.
The maximum Q of 140 is obtained at f Rabi = 10 MHz, which is much faster than the qubit decay rate (1/T Rabi 2 ∼ 140 kHz). Together with the large qubit resonance frequency difference due to the large micromagnet inhomogeneous field (∆f res ∼ 800 MHz), we can implement fault-tolerant, fast and addressable single-spin qubit operations even without the use of rare isotopically purified silicon. This may facilitate the realization of a large scale quantum processor using existing industry standard silicon nano-fabrication techniques. Our micromagnet technique can also be applied to isotopically purified silicon to further enhance the Rabi oscillation quality factor Q and the qubit fidelity. We also note that it is possible to realize further enhancements by several trivial optimizations with natural silicon devices (e.g. decreasing the distance between the dot and the micromagnet 14 or changing the gate geometry to increase the microwave gate lever arm) to increase the effective AC magnetic field strength and f Rabi . Although the effect of charge noise induced dephasing is not clearly observed in this work, it is important to balance the effect of the Rabi frequency enhancement and the dephasing caused by the charge noise to maximize Q and the resulting qubit fidelity. 
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I. SAMPLE STRUCTURE AND MICRO-MAGNET SIMULATION
The layer sequence of the device is shown in Fig. S1A . The undoped Si/SiGe heterostructure used in this study is grown by chemical vapour deposition. First a 3 µm thick graded buffer is grown on a highly-resistive Si substrate by linearly increasing the Ge content from 0 % to 30 %, and then a 1 µm thick Si 0.7 Ge 0.3 buffer is grown. Next, a 15 nm thick Si quantum well, a 60 nm thick undoped Si 0.7 Ge 0.3 spacer, and a 2 nm thick Si cap are successively grown on the buffer.
The resulting two-dimensional electron gas has a typical electron density of 5.0 × 10 11 cm −2 and a mobility of 1. The micromagnet design is adopted from our previous GaAs double quantum dot device 1 (Fig.   S1B ). The design is optimized to obtain the large slanting field and the local Zeeman field difference to maximize spin rotation speed and to minimize the single-qubit operation crosstalk errors. The micromagnet magnetic field simulation is performed by using the method 2 as in Refs. 1,3 . According to the calculation, the slanting magnetic field is dB Fig. 1D in the main text) . On the other hand, estimating the slanting field from the experimental data is difficult, since f Rabi is affected by many parameters such as the microwave gate lever arm for the dot position, the electric field direction at the dot position etc., which are difficult to measure experimentally.
The valley splitting is confirmed to be larger than the Zeeman splitting by magneto-spectroscopy measurement. Therefore the physics in this work is mainly described by a conventional single-valley picture, although there may be a small fraction of the population in the excited valley state due to the initialization error.
II. MEASUREMENT SETUP
The sample is cooled down using a dilution refrigerator to a base electron temperature of 120 mK which is estimated from the transport line-width. The gates R, L and C are connected to high-frequency coaxial lines for application of the gate voltage pulse and the microwave burst. The high-frequency lines are attenuated inside the dilution refrigerator to dissipate the Johnson-Nyquist and technical noises from the room-temperature electronics (−33 dB for gates R and L, −13 dB for gate C). The voltage pulse to the gate electrodes is generated by a Sony/Tektronix AWG520 arbitrary waveform generator, and applied via cryogenic bias-tees with a cut-off frequency of ∼ 50
Hz. The microwave signal is applied to the gate C using an Agilent E8267D vector microwave signal generator. The output power is fixed at +16 dBm except for the randomized benchmarking measurement which requires fine tuning of the microwave amplitude A MW to keep T π = 50 ns.
The baseband signal for I/Q modulation is generated by another Sony/Tektronix AWG520 which is dot), the signal is digitized using an Alazartech ATS9440 digitizer at a sampling rate of 5 MS/s. Figure S2 shows a typical charge sensor response for the single-shot spin detection. When a spin up state is measured, the charge sensor signal first increases as it tunnels out to reservoir before decreasing to its initial value when a down spin tunnels back into the dot. To obtain the up spin probability P R(L) ↑ , the measurement sequence is repeated for 250 to 1000 times per one data point. Figure S3A shows the measurement result of Rabi oscillations for the right quantum dot. Since the right dot is far from the charge sensor quantum dot placed at the left side of the device, the sensitivity of the sensor is smaller than for the left dot. This causes the reduced readout visibility since a reduced measurement measurement bandwidth (30 kHz) has to be used to keep large enough signal to noise ratio. In this case, some of the fast tunneling events are not measured. The visibility could be enhanced by retuning the gate voltages to reduce the right dot tunnel rate slower than the measurement bandwidth. Figure S3B shows the Ramsey measurement data. The fit shows a Gaussian decay curve with an exponent of 2. The measured T * 2 of 2.2 µs is comparable to that of the left dot electron spin.
III. RIGHT DOT MEASUREMENT DATA

IV. DISCUSSIONS ON THE MICROWAVE POWER DEPENDENCE
Dephasing of an electron spin in nuclear spin bath is usually dominated by slow fluctuation of nuclear spin magnetic field. Under the Rabi driving field hf Rabi , the Hamiltonian in the rotating frame of f MW can be written as follows,
where ∆f = f MW − f res is frequency detuning. Although the nuclear spin bath can fluctuate ∆f , the effect of the fluctuation can be strongly suppressed by the Rabi driving term hf Rabi σ x .
From the Ramsey data of the left quantum dot, the standard deviation of the nuclear field σ = 1/( √ 2πT * 2 ) = 122 kHz is derived. This is more than an order magnitude smaller as compared to the typical Rabi driving used for our measurements (> MHz). The simulation of the nuclear spin effect for a Rabi driving with f Rabi = 9 MHz is performed using the following equation,
where g σ (∆f ) is a Gaussian distribution with standard deviation of σ and A, B are constants that account for the readout and initialization fidelities. A step of δ(∆f ) = 10σ/2000 is used for the summation to average 2,001 nuclear spin distributions. The simulation result is shown in Fig.   S3a . As expected, since σ is much smaller than the Rabi driving, no notable decay is observed in the simulated curve, although a clear decay is observed in the measurement data. To fit the data, although the underlying mechanism of the decay is unknown, we empirically find that an exponential decay with an exponent 1 fits better than the Gaussian decay with an exponent of 2.
The fitting to the experimental data is performed using the following procedure, 1. We fit the raw data with exponential function to obtain initial guesses of T Rabi 2 and f Rabi .
2. We apply a finite impulse response (FIR) high-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of f Rabi /2 and a passband frequency of f Rabi to the raw experimental data for A MW ≥ 0.3 in order to remove the gradual background change.
3. We fit the FIR filtered data with an exponential function to obtain experimental T Rabi 2 and f Rabi
The use of the FIR filter is essential to obtain good fitting curves. Note that it does not change the damped oscillation term in the unfiltered raw data since the spectrum of the damped oscillations is centred at f = f Rabi and has a typical width of 1/T Rabi 2 < f Rabi . The gradual background change is presumably due to the small electron temperature increase during the readout stage.
From the fitting of the data in Fig. 3C in the main text, we notice the empirical dependence Fig. S3C) . If the system temperature T is determined by the microwave heating, the temperature should be proportional to the microwave power (A MW ) 2 . Then the relation T Rabi 2 ∝ T −2 between the Rabi decay time and the temperature can be obtained. This is consistent with the observation by Dial et al. 4 where the relation T echo 2 ∝ T −2 is observed for a singlet-triplet qubit.
As mentioned in the main text, the photon-assisted tunneling can be another dephasing mechanism. In a double quantum dot connected to reservoirs, there are two types of photon-assisted processes. One is the inter-dot photon-assisted tunneling. Since this tunneling process occurs only when the inter-dot energy detuning is the microwave frequency, this process can easily be ruled out by the outcome of the spectroscopy measurement (Fig. 1D in the main text) . Indeed, such a strong frequency dependent signal is not observed in the measurement data. The other photonassisted tunneling causes the electron exchange between the dot and the reservoir. To exclude this possibility, the measurement to confirm the effect of the coupling to the reservoir is performed (Fig. S5) . is calculated using the following equation, To characterize each of the primitive Clifford gate fidelities, the interleaved randomized benchmarking 7 is used. In this measurement, similar exponential decay curves F (m) = A(p gate ) m are obtained and the fidelities for each interleaved gate F gate are calculated from the following equation,
where the effect of the randomizing sequence is taken into account by the factor of 1/p c . 
